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EXTENDING THE ¡-DESIGN CONCEPT

A. R. CALDERBANK AND P. DELSARTE

Abstract. Let <8 be a family of /c-subsets of a t)-set V , with 1 < k < v/2 .

Given only the inner distribution of 5s, i.e., the number of pairs of blocks that

meet in j points (with j = 0, 1, ... , k), we are able to completely describe

the regularity with which <8 meets an arbitrary /-subset of V , for each order

t (with 1 < t < v/2). This description makes use of a linear transform based

on a system of dual Hahn polynomials with parameters v , k , t. The main

regularity parameter is the dimension of a well-defined subspace of R'+1 , called

the /-form space of 03. (This subspace coincides with R'+1 if and only if 23

is a /-design.) We show that the /-form space has the structure of an ideal, and

we explain how to compute its canonical generator.

1. Introduction

Consider a set (a design) 23 whose elements, called blocks, are /c-subsets of

a given v-set V of points, with 1 < k < v/2. For a given integer t, in the

range 0 < t < k, we are interested in some regularity properties of 23 , of order

t, which can be defined as follows. With any /-subset x' of V and any integer

i e [0, t] we associate the number D,(x') that counts the blocks in 23 meeting

xl in t - i points. Suppose that we have a linear relation

foDo(x') + fxDx(x') + --- + fDl(x') = c ,

where fo, fi,... , fi and c are fixed real numbers. Then we say that the
(t + l)-tuple (fi)'i=0 is a /-form for 23 . The set of /-forms clearly is a vector

space, which will be called the t-form space of 23. We propose to take the

dimension of that space as a measure of the regularity of 23 with respect to the

/-subsets of V.
The idea originates mainly from a recent paper [2] in which linear relations

as above, with the restrictive property fi ^ 0, fi2 = ■ ■ ■ = fi = 0, are deduced

from a strengthening of the Assmus-Mattson theorem in coding theory. This

investigation has been continued in a companion paper [1]. Recall that 23 is

said to be a /-design, of index c, when Do(x') = c for all /-subsets x' of V .

(For a thorough algebraic study, see especially [13].) This implies that every

(/ + l)-tuple (fi)'i=o is a /-form for 23 . So, our definition of regularity can be

viewed as an extension of the classical /-design concept.
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We shall see how the theory of /-form spaces provides us with a satisfac-

tory "combinatorial interpretation" of the algebraic notion of a T-design [3, 4],

with T a subset of [0, /]. One of the main results of this paper is an explicit

description of the /-form space in terms of the inner distribution of 23. In

fact, this space is proved to be an ideal of a well-defined (/ + 1 )-dimensional

commutative algebra, and to admit a canonical generator which can be com-

puted from the inner distribution. Furthermore, the theory gives us an efficient

method to determine the t-distribution matrix of 23 , having the numbers D¡(x')

as its entries, from a minimum set of data. The methods of proof are based

on a suitable matrix transform, involving a system of dual Hahn polynomials

(with parameters v , k, /) [6, 7, 10]. Some combinatorial applications of the

Hahn polynomials (quite different from those considered in what follows) can

be found in [4, 12, and 13].
For several reasons, it is useful to replace the "combinatorial" notion of a

design 23 by the more general "algebraic" notion of a design vector ß , which

is defined simply as a real row vector, of size (vk), with components labelled by

the A:-subsets of V (see [4], for example). The concept of the /-form space can

be extended naturally to this general definition of a design vector. (The situation

described above corresponds to the special case where ß is the characteristic

vector of a combinatorial design 23.) All our theorems are valid for general

design vectors. Note that the theory would be essentially the same if we would

consider only rational vectors ß or, equivalently, integer vectors ß , i.e., signed

designs [8, 9, 11].

2.    /-FORMS AND THE   /-DISTRIBUTION MATRIX

Let F be a v-set (i.e., a set of finite cardinality v), and let ZP' be the set of i-
subsets of V, for / = 0, 1, ... , v . Given an integer k , with 0 < k < [v/2\ ,

we shall be interested in the real (¡^-dimensional vector space RZPk , with

entries indexed by the elements xk of ZPk . (In this paper, we always use row

vectors.) Consider a vector ß in RzPk . If ^(x^) = 0 or 1 for every xk , then

we can identify ß with the set 23 = {x* e ZPk : ß(xk) = 1} that has ß as

its characteristic vector. Such a subset 23 of 9°k is a "design" for the Johnson

scheme J(v , k) ; the elements of 23 are often called blocks. By extension, we

shall say that any vector  ß  in M93k is a design vector for J(v , k).

Let / be a fixed integer, with / e [0,k]. We shall express the "regularity

properties of order /" of a given design vector ß through the notions of the

/-distribution matrix and the /-form space.

Definition 2.1. For i e [0, /], the /'th adjacency matrix of ZPk with respect

to 931 is the {0,1} matrix CkJ, of size (£) x ("), with rows indexed by

xk e 9°k and columns indexed by x' e ZP', defined by

Ck't(xk,x') = 1    if and only if   \xk nx'| = / - i .

The t-distribution matrix of the design vector ß e RZPk is the real matrix D1,

of size (/ + 1) x (vt), with /th row

D\ = ßC^',    for/e[0,/].
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The combinatorial meaning of this definition is the following. If ß is the

characteristic vector of a subset 23 of ZPk , then the (i, x') entry D\(x') of
the /-distribution matrix of ß counts the blocks in 23 that have t - i points

in common with x'. (Note that the k-distribution matrix Dk coincides with

the "outer distribution matrix" in [3].)

Definition 2.2. A vector V = (f¿,f(,... , f{) in E'+1 is a t-fiorm for the

design vector ß e R9'k if and only if it satisfies

?D' = c\, with eel,

where 1 denotes the all-one vector. The subspace of R'+1 formed by all the

/-forms for ß will be denoted by ZP1 and will be referred to as the t-fiorm

space of ß . Finally, the t-degree of ß , denoted by rl (or simply by r), is

defined as the codimension of the /-form space, that is,

r' = r = t + 1 - dim(y') .

By definition, f is a /-form iff the linear combination Y^i^offfyix') is

constant over the set ZP'. It seems therefore natural to consider that a design

vector ß is highly regular with respect to ZP' when it admits a large number

of linearly independent /-forms, i.e., when its /-degree r' is small. One may

say that r' is a measure of the " /-irregularity" of ß . The most regular designs

23 are the t-designs (in the usual sense), defined by the fact that D'0(x') is a

constant. This implies that D\(x') is a constant, for each / e [0, /]. Therefore,

a /-design 23 is characterized by the fact that its /-form space coincides with

l'+1, i.e., by the property r' = 0.
Let us now emphasize the simple relationship between the /-degree r' and

the rank of D'. (In what follows, we denote by (£, t¡) the inner product ÇnT

of two vectors Ç  and  n  in R93k .) We need a preliminary result.

Lemma 2.1. The constant c in the equation f'D' = ci is determined from f

and (ß , I) by

'(;)-<'-»¿4-.)(V)-
Proof. We have D\\T = ( ß , 1)(,*,-) iv~k), by simple counting of /-sets relative

to a fixed k-set. Using this identity, we prove the lemma by computing the

inner product of both sides of f'D' = c\ with 1.   d

Proposition 2.1. The t-fiorm space ZP' of any design vector ß contains the all-

one vector 1, and the t-distribution matrix D' of ß has rank r' or r' + 1

according as ( /? , 1) = 0 or ( ß , 1) £ 0.

Proof. The first part is obvious, for ID' = ( ß , 1)1. The second part is proved

as follows. If (ß , 1) = 0, then any /-form equation f'D' = cl must satisfy

c = 0, by Lemma 2.1, which means that ZP' equals the orthogonal complement

of the column space of D'. On the other hand, if ( ß , 1} ^ 0, then we see

that the /-form 1 is not orthogonal to the column space of D'.   a
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Note that the distinction between the cases (ß , 1) = 0 and (ß , 1) / 0

is inconsequential, since replacing ß by ß + a\ , with any ael, does not

affect the /-form space.

3. Harmonic analysis and dual Hahn polynomials

To determine the /-form space of a design vector we shall use a transform

method involving dual Hahn polynomials. We need some preliminaries about

the harmonic analysis of the symmetric group Sv (see [5, 6, 7]). Under the

natural action of Sv , the space RZPk decomposes as the orthogonal sum of k +

1 irreducible Sv -invariant subspaces, called the harmonic subspaces of RZPk.

A "constructive definition" is given below.

Definition 3.1. For s e[0, k], the homogeneous subspace of degree s of MZPk ,

denoted by Horn* , is defined as the row space of (Cq 's)t (which is the char-

acteristic matrix of the inclusion relation between s-subsets and /c-subsets of
V). The harmonic subspace of degree 5 of M90k is denoted by Harm k and is

defined as the orthogonal complement of Horn k_ ¡ in Horn k .

The latter definition makes sense since Hom^ is a subspace of Horn* ,

as a consequence of Cq 'sCq's~[ = (Ac - 5 + 1)Cq "s_1 . Note the properties

Hom£ = M9Bk and Homo = Harmo = Ml. As the columns of C¡¡'s axe

linearly independent, Horn* has dimension  (vs)  and Harm*  has dimension

O-G-i)-
Definition 3.2. Let sfk>1 be the real (/+ 1 )-dimensional vector space generated

by the adjacency matrices Ck,t with /' e [0, /]. In particular, sfk>k is the

Bose-Mesner algebra of the Johnson scheme J(v , k). For 5 e [0, k], let Ek

be the orthogonal projection matrix from R9>k onto Harm k . The matrices

Ek are the irreducible idempotents of sPk<k .

Let us now give two useful results concerning, first, the relation between

the spaces s/kJ and the algebra sfk'k and, next, the relation between the

eigenspaces of both algebras sPk'k and £/'<'.

Lemma 3.1. The space sfk-' is generated by the t+1 matrices E^Cc'1 with

se[0,t].

Proof. A straightforward argument shows that if X belongs to sPk<k, then

XCq'' belongs to jaZk''. It remains to show that the matrices EkCQJ are

linearly independent. This follows from the well-known fact (easily deduced

from the information above) that Cq''(Cq'')t is a linear combination of Efa ,

Ek, ... , Ek with positive coefficients. More precisely, as shown in [3], the

coefficient of Ek is (*lj)(^7') fox i = 0, 1, ... , t.   D

Lemma 3.2. For s e [0, t], the harmonic subspaces of degree s of R9Bk and

M93' are related by

Harrn^ = Harm^(Ck■ ')T,    Harrn^ = Harm*Ck'' .
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Hence, the irreducible idempotents of the Bose-Mesner algebras sPk •k and sP'<'

are related by C* • %E\ = Ek C* • '.

Proof. We start from C¿*''C^s = {ktZss)Co's. This shows that the first statement

of the lemma is satisfied when Harm is replaced by Horn (in view of the fact

that C¿*''(Cq '')t preserves Horn*). The statement about harmonic spaces can

then be deduced (by use of Definition 3.1) from the fact that Harm* is an

eigenspace of C0 ''(C0 yl)T , with a positive eigenvalue. The second statement

readily follows from the first one. Further details are omitted.   D

Next, we introduce a three-parameter family of dual Hahn polynomials [10]

(with a normalization adapted to our subject), and recall some of their well-

known properties.

k,tiDefinition 3.3. For / e [0, /], the dual Hahn polynomial Q¡   (z), with 0
t <k < [v/2\, is defined by

<

CK'<H-.)(V)£vi)/(-0/(*-t/)/     '

where (a)/ = a(a + 1) • • • (a + / - 1). Thus, Qk''iz) has degree 2/ in z and

degree /' in the variable X'(z) = Q[''(z) = t(v - t) - z(v + 1 - z).

Theorem 3.1. The dual Hahn polynomials satisfy the following orthogonality re-

lation and three-term recurrence relation:

v - 2s + 1 Zv\ (k - s\ (v - t
E-^   V
5=0

rrr(:)G:0C*"-«')flf"(,^,w
v\ f k \ (v - k
k) \t- i

í+i
X'(z)Qkr'(z)=   £ wk:'Qk'liz) ,

.7=1-1

w//// wk)'_l = (/ + 1 - /)(n + 1 - k - i), wk)' = (/ - z')(/c -/ + /') + /'(■" -k-i),

wk)'+l = (i + l)(k + 1 - t + i), and k'(z) = t(v - t) - z(v + 1 - z).

The fundamental reason why the dual Hahn polynomials occur in our in-

vestigation can be explained in a group theoretic setting by the fact that these

polynomials give the spherical and intertwining functions involved in the har-

monic analysis relative to the symmetric group [6, 7]. Not surprisingly, the

spherical case, t = k, plays a special role in our theory (see [5]). The follow-

ing theorem shows, in explicit terms, how the dual Hahn polynomials Qt''(z)

appear on the scene.

Theorem 3.2. The adjacency matrices C¡     are related to the irreducible idem-

potents Ek of the Bose-Mesner algebra of J(v , k) by

Ck-'=(y/Qk''(s)Ek]ck'1,    forie[0,t].
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Proof In view of Lemma 3.1, we may write the relation above if we replace

Q* ' '(s) by an unknown real number Xk ''(s). To prove the desired coincidence,

we start from the matrix identity

Ck><C[>> = ±wkjCk><.

;=0

Here, wf'J counts the elements y' of ZP' that satisfy |x* Dy'| = / - /' and

\y' n x'\ = / - 1, for a given pair (x* , x') e ZPk x ZP' with |x* n x'\ = t - j .

In particular, wf'J = 0 if \i — j\ > 2. A counting argument shows that the

intersection numbers wi '■ thus defined (for \i - j\ < 1) coincide with the

recurrence parameters for the dual Hahn polynomials (see Theorem 3.1). Post-

multiplying the identity above by E¡ (with s e [0, /]) and using the last state-

ment in Lemma 3.2, together with the well-known formula C\''E'S = X'(s)E's,

we readily obtain the three-term relation

X'(s)Xk>'(s)= £ wkjXk''(s).

y =1-1

This uniquely determines the unknowns Xf''(s), from the initial values X^,l(s)

= 1 and X^i'is) = 0. A comparison with the second part of Theorem 3.1 yields

Xk-'(s) = Qk''(s) as was to be proved.   D

Definition 3.4. Let Qk • ' be the rational square matrix of order / + 1 with

(i, s) entry Qk''(s) for i, s G [0, t]. Given any vector f = (f¿, f(, ... , fi)

in R,+ 1 , the dual Hahn transform of F , of type (k , t), is defined as the vector

f = fQkt. In other terms, f = (fi'(0), fi'(l), ... , /'(/)) where fis) is the
value at point s of the dual Hahn transform polynomial

f'(z) = YJfi',Qk-'(z).
(=0

4.     ß -REGULARITY AND   P-DESIGNS

This section contains some further results about P-designs, introduced in

[3]. In particular, we shall discover a close connection between the P-design

concept and the /-form concept.

Definition 4.1. Given a design vector ß in RZPk , a subspace d> of RZPk is

ß -regular if and only if

</?'0) = ^fi?(1, ^   f0ra11 0 G°'

Let T be a subset of the integer interval [0, k]. A vector ß e EZPk is a

T-design vector for the Johnson scheme J(v , k) if and only if

( ß , cp ) = 0   for all cp e Harm* with O^seT .
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Let O be an ^-invariant subspace of W¿Pk. Then <¡> decomposes as an

orthogonal sum <P = ©íe7- Harm* for a well-determined subset T of [0, k].

This set T will be referred to as the harmonic support of <I>.

The /J-regularity property means that ß behaves like the all-one vector 1

with respect to the considered "test space" <P. When ß is the characteristic

vector of a subset 23 of RZPk , our ß -regularity concept reduces to the 23-

regularity introduced in [2]. Note that 23 is a /-design if and only if the space

Horn* is 23-regular.

Let us now introduce the important notion of the inner distribution [3, 4],

with a suitable normalization.

Definition 4.2. The inner distribution of a design vector ß e RZPk is the (k +

l)-vector b* = (bk, bk,... ,bk) with

C)("7*)*f-i#.tf-'#>.
(If ß  is the characteristic vector of a set 23 , then the right-hand side counts

the pairs of blocks in 23 that have k - i points in common.)

Consider the dual Hahn transform b* = b*Q** , of spherical type (k, k),

of the inner distribution b* (see Definition 3.4). By specializing Theorem 3.2

to the spherical case (C0 ' = I), and by using the orthogonality relation in

Theorem 3.1, we obtain the formula

v - 2s + 1 (v\ ft/ ,     (v

s+l
ybk(S)=^(ß,Ekß).

We now are in a position to give two characterizations of the P-design property,

in terms of the inner distribution [3] and in terms of the /J-regularity concept

[2], respectively.

Theorem 4.1. (i) The vector ß is a T-design vector if and only if the dual Hahn

transform of its inner distribution satisfies bk(s) = 0 for all s e T\ {0}. (ii) The

vector ß is a T-design vector if and only if the Sv-invariant subspace of RZPk

with harmonic support T is ß -regular.

Proof. Note first that (ß, Ekß) = \\Ekß\\2, with Ek ß the orthogonal pro-

jection of ß in Harm* . Hence the formula above yields bk(s) > 0, for all

5 e [0, k], and bk(s) = 0 if and only if ß is orthogonal to Harm*. This

proves the first statement. The second part is immediate (from Definition 4.1),

since (1, <p) = 0 for every  cj> e Harm* with s > 1.   n

We now point out an interesting application of Lemma 3.2 concerning the

relationship between P-design vectors for two different Johnson schemes (with

the same point set).

Proposition 4.1. If ß isa T-design vector for J(v,k), then ßC^' isa (In

[0, t])-design vector for J(v,t). Conversely, if y is a T-design vector for

J(v , t), then y(Cq'')t is a (T U [/ + 1, k])-design vector for J(v , k).
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We now come back to the /-form concept (Definition 2.2). Let V e R'+1 .

With each /-subset x' of V we associate the vector Ç' (in RZPk) defined by

*' = ¿J7(cf-'(-,x'))1\
¡=o

where Ck''(-,x') denotes the x'-column of the adjacency matrix C*''. It

follows from Lemma 3.1 that <jf ' belongs to the homogeneous space Homf of

degree /. Let O(f') be the subspace of Horn* generated by the vectors Ç'

with x' e 9s'. It is obvious that 0(f ') is Sv-invariant.

By definition, f isa /-form for ß if and only if the inner product (/? , Ç')

is independent of the choice of x'. This means that <P(f ') is a ß -regular space

(see Definition 4.1). It follows from Theorem 4.1 that V is a /-form for ß

if and only if ß is an >S(f')-design vector, where S(f) denotes the harmonic

support of 0(f').
To identify this set S(f) we shall obtain another " P-design characterization"

of the /-form property. We argue as follows. From a given ß we construct

the vectors y's = ßEkCk'' in RZP', for 5 e [0, t]. We have ßEk e Harm* ,

whence y's e HarmJ by Lemma 3.2. Since D\ = 2^i=oôf ''is)Ys, °y Theo-

rem 3.2, we observe that f is a /-form for ß if and only if its dual Hahn

transform f' = VQk' satisfies the equation Yls=o f'is)Ys = ci > Wltn c eR.

This amounts to fi'(s)y's = 0 for each s e [1, /]. Since y's = 0 if and only if

ßEk = 0, this means that ß is orthogonal to Harm* for every 5 in [ 1, /]

that satisfies f'(s) ^ 0. As a conclusion we obtain the following result.

Theorem 4.2. For any vector f e R'+x , let T(f) be the set containing the

indices of the nonzero components of its dual Hahn transform V = VQk ', that

is,

T(V):={se[0,t]f'(s)¿0}.

(i) The set T(f) equals the harmonic support S(f) of the S,,-invariant subspace

0(f') of Horn* generated by the vectors £ ' with x' e ZP'. (ii) The vector f '

isa t-fiorm for a given ß in RZPk if and only if ß isa T(V)-design vector

or, equivalently, if and only if the space 0(f) is ß-regular.

Proof. The essential part of the argument was given above. It remains only to

show that we have 0 6 S(V) if and only if 0 e T(V). This follows from the

identity (1, Ç ') = fi'(0), which is easily proved from the definition of £ '.   D

5. Structure of the /-form space

In this section, it is shown how the /-form space of a design vector ß can

be characterized in terms of the inner distribution b* of ß (Theorems 5.1

and 5.3), and how the /-distribution matrix of ß can be determined from its

first r rows, with r denoting the /-degree of ß   (Theorem 5.2).

::;
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Definition 5.1. The t-annihilator set A' for ß is defined from the dual Hahn

transform \>k =bkQkk of b* by

A' :={se[l,t]bk(s)¿0} .

The t-annihilator polynomial g'(z) for ß , of degree \A'\ in the variable

k'(z) = t(v - t) - z(v + 1 - z),

is defined by

gt(z)=l[(Xt(z)-Xt(s)).
seA>

Theorem 5.1. The t-degree r of a design vector ß  is equal to the cardinality of

the annihilator set A' for ß . The t-form space ZP' of ß consists of the vectors

V in W+x that satisfy (i'Qk'')(s) = 0 for all s e A'. Equivalently, V belongs

to ZP' if and only ifi its dual Hahn transform polynomial /'(z) = Yli=of¡Qk ''(z)

is divisible by the t-annihilator polynomial g'(z) for ß .

Proof. From Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 it follows that f is a /-form for ß if and

only if f'(s)bk(s) = 0 for all s e[l,t], i.e., if and only if fi'(s) = 0 for all

s e A'. This means that fi'(z) is divisible by g'(z).   a

Theorem 5.1 tells us that the dual Hahn transform image of the space ZP' is

an ideal of the algebra of real polynomials in the variable X'(z), reduced modulo

rn'(z) = ni=o(^'(z) "~ A'(5)) • This ideal contains a unique monic polynomial of

minimum degree, namely the /-annihilator g'(z). Note that g'(z) divides the

modulus polynomial m'(z). (In that respect, the only restriction is g'(0) ^ 0.)

Conversely, any ideal of this type is the dual Hahn transform image of every

design vector ß that satisfies the condition bk(s) = 0 if and only if g'(s) ^ 0

for J6[l,i].

Definition 5.2. Let g'(z) be the /-annihilator polynomial for a given design

vector ß . Consider the dual Hahn expansion g'(z) = Y?i=o8\Q¡ ''(2) > Wltn

g\ ^ 0 and g\ = 0 for i e[r+ 1, t]. The real vector g' = (g',)'i=o thus defined
will be called the generator t-form for  ß   (in agreement with Theorem 5.1).

The following theorem is an extension of a known result concerning the outer

distribution matrix [3] to the more general concept of the /-distribution matrix

D' (see Definition 2.1).

Theorem 5.2. Let r be the t-degree of a given design vector ß. For each

i e [r,t], the row D\ of the t-distribution matrix of ß is a rational linear

combination of the r + 1 vectors (ß, 1)1, D'0, ... , T)'_,, the coefficients of

which can be calculated from the annihilator set for ß .

Proof. Consider the generator /-form g'. In view of Definition 2.2 and Lemma

2.1, the row D'r of D' can be expressed as follows:

D'r = (g'r
h-1

:) (î )g'(0)(ß, 1)1-Y,gjD' 1=0
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We can obtain a similar result for the remaining rows of D' by consider-

ing "shifted versions" (À'(z))J g'(z) of the /-annihilator polynomial, with je

[1, / - r]. Details are omitted.   □

Remark 5.1. We briefly mention a combinatorial application. Let 23 be a non-

empty subset of 9>k . Define the t-covering radius of 23 as the maximum for

x' e 9s' of the minimum for x* G 23 of the integer / - |x* n x'\. It follows

from Theorem 5.2 that the /-covering radius of 23 is bounded from above

by the /-degree of (the characteristic vector of) 23. The reason is that the

assumption D'0(x') = • ■ • = D'r(x') = 0, for a given x', leads to a contradiction

(when (ß, 1) ¿ 0).

It is interesting to see how the structure of the /-form space can be derived

in a purely combinatorial framework, without explicit reference to the dual

Hahn polynomials. Consider the (/ + 1) x (/ + 1) tridiagonal matrix WkJ =

[wk 'j]' -=0 constructed from the intersection numbers wk 'j met in the proof

of Theorem 3.2. By use of Definition 2.1 we obtain WktD' = D'C\'. If V is

a /-form for ß , i.e., if f'D' = cl, then this identity shows that f'Wk'1 also

is a /-form for ß . Therefore, Wk • ' is an endomorphism of the /-form space

of any design vector ß . In fact, we can state the following result, which is

equivalent to Theorem 5.1. (The proof is omitted; see the comments below.)

Theorem 5.3. Let Wk'' = [wk_',']' =fJ. The t-form space ¿Pl is Wk''-invariant.

More precisely, if gf is the generator t-form for ß , then the t + I - r vectors

gt(Wk<'y with j e[0, t-r] form a basis of ZP'.

The connection between the settings of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 can be de-

scribed as follows. The recurrence relation for dual Hahn polynomials (The-
orem 3.1) amounts to the matrix identity Wk''Qk'' = Qk'A', with A' =

diag(A'(0), ... ,/'(/)). Consider the Wk '-image VWk'1 of a given vector V

in Ei+1 . In view of the identity above, the dual Hahn transform of this image

vector equals f'A', and the associated polynomial is the product f'(z)k'(z)

reduced modulo m'(z).

Remark 5.2. It is possible to work out the theory of /-forms for any value of /

with 0 < / < \v/2\ . Let us briefly examine the case / > k (instead of / < k

as above). In this situation, we have to replace / by k in the definition of the

adjacency matrices, roughly speaking. Thus, the /-form space ZP' of a design

vector ß in M¿Pk now is a subspace of K*+1 . It can be verified that the

/-degree of ß is independent of /, and counts the integers s e [1, k] that

satisfy bk(s) ^ 0. The dual Hahn transform image of the /-form space of ß

is the same for all / (in the range k < t < [v/2\). The appropriate transform

is given by the polynomials Q]1 (z) with i e[0, k]. This can be proved from

the preceding results by use of the fact that the /-form space of ß coincides

with the k-foxm space of ß (C¿'*)r , a vector in R9>'.

Example 5.1. Let ß be the design vector for the Steiner system S(5, 8, 24),

that is, the unique 5-design 23 of index 1 with v = 24, k = 8, and |23| =
759. Its inner distribution vector (Definition 3.4) is well known and easily

calculated as b8 = 759(1, 0, 0, 0, 280, 0, 448, 0, 30). From Definition 3.4,
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the components of the dual Hahn transform b8 = b8ß88 of b8 are b8(0) =

(3.11.23)2, b8(6) = (8.9.17.23)/13, b8(8) = 5.8.23, and b8(/) = 0 for i =
1,2,3,4,5,7. So from Theorem 4.1, ß is a P-design vector for any P ç

{0,1,2,3,4,5,7}, and in particular, is a 5-design. From Definition 5.1,
A9 = {6, 8}, A1 = A6 = {6}, and A' = 0 for 0 < / < 5. Hence from
Definition 2.2 the respective /-degrees are r8 = 2, r1 = r6 = 1, and r' = 0 for

0 < / < 5. For / = 6, 7, 8 the /-annihilator polynomials of type (8, /) are,

from Definitions 5.1, 5.2, and 3.3,

g6(z) = (6-z)(19-z)

g\z) = (6-z)(19-z)

g\z) = (6-z)(19-z)(8-z)(17-z)

From Definition 2.2, the generator /-form identities directly deduced from these

are:
6D§(x6) + D6l(x6) = 6 ,

D¡(x1) + D¡(x7) = l ,

4T)8(x8) + 4T)8(x8) + T)8(x8) = 4 ,

for every x' e 90'. Note that the three equations above have 2, 2, and 3

nonnegative integer solutions respectively, namely (1, 0) or (0, 6), (1, 0) or

(0, 1), and (1,0, 0), (0, 1, 0) or (0, 0, 4). Theorem 5.2 shows how to calculate

the whole /-distribution matrix D'. Note that D' isa (/+ 1) x (24) matrix, but

by the calculations above, has only r' + 1 distinct columns! (It is interesting to

note here that any of the three equations above would imply that 23 is a Steiner

system.) As in Remark 5.2, it is also possible to calculate the /-form space for

9 < / < 12, with /-degree r' = 2. As an illustration,

20T)02(x12) + 6D,12(x12) + T)]2(x12) = 132.

(Remember that DX2(x12) counts the blocks of 23 that have 8 - /' points in

common with a given 12-subset x12 of the 24-set V.)

Example 5.2. Let us briefly examine the simple situation characterized by r' =

1, i.e., by A' = {sq} for some sq with 1 < so < t < k. According to Theo-

rem 5.1, this corresponds to P-design vectors ß with T = [1, /]\{so} • The

/-annihilator polynomial is g'(z) = (so - z)(v + 1 — <sn — z). From its dual

Hahn expansion we obtain the following generator /-form identity:

[s0(v + 1 - so) - t(v - k)]D'0(x') + ik + 1 - t)D\ix<)

= (vt)~i{'l)so(v + l-So)(ß,l).

The first two cases of Example 5.1 above illustrate this result, with (/, s0) =

(6, 6) and (7,6), respectively.

Example 5.3. We now give a "combinatorial construction" in the special case

So = I ■ Suppose that 23n is a /-design for J(v - 1, k) and 231 is a /-design for

J(v — I ,k — 1), with the same point set V0 (of cardinality v - 1). Consider

= 18ß8'6(z) + 3<28<6(z) ,

= 2ß8'7(z) + 2ß8'V) ,

= 16ß08<8(z) + 16Ö8'8(z) + 4ß8'8(z).
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the combinatorial structure in J(v , k) with the point set V = V0 U {00} and

with the block set 23 = 23o U 23', , where 23^ consists of the k-sets x U {00} with
x G 23i . We suppose that 23 is not a 1-design. Then, the pair (D'0(x'), D[(x'))

for 23 assumes exactly two distinct values, one value in the case 00 g x' and

one (different) value in the other case. Hence there exists a nontrivial identity

g'oD'0(x') + g'xD[(x<) = c (for all x' G 9°'). The pair (glQ, g\) is uniquely

determined, within normalization, and g\ is not zero. Elementary "design

computation" yields g'0 = v - t(v - k) and g{ = k + 1 - /. Therefore, our

construction exemplifies the situation examined above, with so = 1. As a

conclusion, 23 is a [2, /]-design for J(v , k), although it is not a /-design.
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